CALENDAR OF EVENTS

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4

Lectures Committee

PRESENTS

“Dr. Lewis’s Great Dinner”

Martha Graham
and Dance Company

WITH ORCHESTRA

WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 2

TECH STUDENTS GET BEST SEATS!

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE, 11 A.M. TO 2 P.M.

Lobby of Building 7 will be the scene of a collection of historic photographs. The Friday evening in the Library of Congress Thursday, November 15.

An exhibition of silver prints by Egon C. J. Egone of Brookline will be located.

Unfortunately, the manuscript never arrived, and although a few
can be brought together the archives of the central
and interesting contrib-
from his many achievements.

Letters to the Editor

MISSING MANUSCRIPT

Dear Sir:
A speech delivered by Professor Jacques Maritain
in the Peace Discussion on Science, Materialism and the Human
in the Central

Professor K. E. Ricklin, F.R.S., The Royal Institution, London. Room 6-130, 4:30 p.m.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6

Civil and Sanitary Engineering Department, Seminar: “Your Depart-
ment and its Seminar” Dr. John B. Wilbur, Room 1-204, 1:10 p.m.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6

Building Engineering and Construction Department. “Construction in a
Field of Chemistry,” Dr. Robert H. Diehl, President of the R. J. Diehl
Construction Company, Room 1-166, 4:00 p.m.

Mechanical Engineering Department, Seminar: “The Mechanics of
Dry Surfacing” E. R. Marshall, Room 3-170, 4:00 p.m.

Coffe will be served at Headquarters from 3:30 to 6:00 p.m.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8

Institute Committee, Freshman Acquaintance Dance, Morse Hall, Walker Memorial, 8:30 p.m. Open to Freshmen and invited guests from grade schools.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 10

Aeronautical Engineering Department, Seminar: “Research Problems
Concerning Jet Propulsion,” Dr. Jerome C. Hunsaker, Room 21-200, 4:30 p.m.

Tea and coffee will be served in the du Pont Room, 3:30 to 4:15 p.m.
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Tickets Must Be Purchased in Advance.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

CONTACT T.C.A. OR CALL 1-1212
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

By DONALD BENNET

In 1968, The Petraeus Medal, one of the highest honors bestowed on
chemistry, was won by an MIT professor, E. Howard Warren, of the
Chemical Engineering Department. The citation with the
petition recognized his "creative activities as the father of modern
under his name in the Central
Library card catalog. Since he
joined the staff in 1936, Dr. Lewis has
put into practice his method of teaching chemical engineers by
setting them to work on modern industrial problems. He is
generally credited with instituting the "experimental station" plan, where
students enroll in industry as well as in the classroom.

Because of his wide contact with industry, he is a consultant for
National Oil Corporation, Rum-
nell Oil, and many others. He has
come to be known as the "rom-
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In the middle of two rolls, he won’t even figure out what he’s eating.

This sort of thing bothers us. In many stores their silver-plates are
in free. We won’t ask for this done any more. We don’t do it at least
Walker can ask for more that is acceptable. But if a fellow wants to
be a bit out of the ordinary, he won’t be able to

Have you any advice for the "visiting lecturer"

Occasional of the New Library have informed us that one of the most
important and interesting halls had paid
fifteen cents for two rolls

To meet the "father of modern chemical engineering" was broad-

"How come?" queried the unsus-

Fortunately the manuscript

This sort of thing bothers us. In many stores their silver-plates

If anyone has the manuscript or

When you’re hungry, why

Our fellow proceeded down the line, carefully calculating and
noting that the total cost of the meal came to ninety-five cents. Not

"How come?" queried the unsus-

Fortunately the manuscript

Unfortunately the manuscript

"How come?" queried the unsus-